Q&A
(About the product)
Q: How long does it expiration date?
A: Two years after installed. We recommend you to replace new one after two
years.
Q: Why AdPower can work out emission cuts, more powerful, increased
engine life and the saving fuel your car by only attached on the air duct?
A: The electron emission due to the attaching AdPower on the engine, the
necessary clean oxygen is sent to the engine for combustion, hence it can
improve the fuel efficiency and the environment.

(About after installation)
Q: After installation, I feel the lighter accelerator.
A: The faster response of the engine and the same engine power with smaller
pressure to the accelerator means the first sign of the effect. Hence it can
make more powerful engine and the saving fuel.
Q: I feel the quieter the engine than before AdPower, why?
A: The engine is improved the combustion of the engine by AdPower so you
may feel the quieter.
Q: What does AdPower give the influence to the engine?
A: The inside engine is improved the conditions by supplying the clean
oxygen. You can expect the long-life of your engine.

(About the saving fuel)
Q: Does AdPower make the saving fuel after installation immediately?
A: Most of cases can work out immediately from our actual performance but
some of the cases can work out after 1,000 to 3,000km running.

Q: How do I calibrate the mileage?
A: Recently, the gas mileage measuring system is prepared but we
recommend you to calibrate from ‘full tank measuring’ from our many test
data. (we prepare the measuring method manual)
Q: What’s the percentage of the saving gas by AdPower?
A: It depends on the conditions of the automobile, the driving and weather,
you can expect five to twenty percent from the over fifteen years historical
performances of AdPower.

